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In the April 1966 edition of the Gazette , T.C. Peachey [1] discussed the problem of minimizing

f(v) =
X
i

jv � vijk ; (1)

where the vi are the vertices of a triangle. However, his discussion of the solution is incomplete in
two respects.

Firstly, while the centroid is always an interior point of the triangle, the same is not true for the Fermat
point. Hence, when the triangle has a vertex whose angle is more than 120o, it is this vertex which
becomes the minimizing point for some k > 1, and it remains the solution for all lesser values of k.

Since the function f is not differentiable at the vertices, this solution does not appear as a solution of
the variational equations.

For example, for the triangle with vertices (0; 0), (1; 0) and (2; 1), where the angle at (1; 0) is 135o,
this vertex is the minimizing point for 0 < k < 1:03.

Secondly, even when the Fermat point is inside the triangle, there are problems for the cases 0 < k < 1.

For k � 1, the function f has a single critical point inside the triangle, which is a local and global
minimum.

However, for 0 < k < 1, jv � vijk has a cusp at vi, so that, in addition to the interior minimum, f
now has local minima at the vertices, where the derivative is undefined. As noted in [1], f(vi) takes
its least value at the vertex opposite the longest side of the triangle.

In addition, the folding of the surface implied by these cusps generates further zeros of the derivative
at which there are saddle points. Hence, for 0 < k < 1, the Euler-Lagrange equation

X
i

jv � vijk�2(v � vi) = 0 (2)

has multiple solutions.

When k is close to 1, the interior minimum is still the global minimum as well. However, as k
decreases, it reaches a critical value kc at which the interior minimum and the least value of f(vi) are
equal. The location of the minimizing point v now changes discontinuously from the interior of the
triangle to the appropriate vertex, where it remains for 0 < k < kc.

The behaviour of these solutions can be illustrated by considering an equilateral triangle. This example
has all the features of the general case, but simplifies the calculations since the interior minimum is
always at the centroid.
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Taking v1 = (1; 0), v2 = (�1
2 ;
p
3
2 ), and v3 = (�1

2 ;�
p
3
2 ), equation (2) gives
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One solution of (3.2) for all x and k is y = 0. On this median, equation (3.1) reduces to

(2x+ 1)
�
x2 + x+ 1

�(k�2)=2
+ (x� 1)jx� 1jk�2 = 0 : (4)

For x < �1
2 , the left hand side of (4) is always negative, while for x > 1 it is always positive, so

that any zeros lie in the interval (�1
2 ; 1). As we expect, x = 0, which corresponds to the centroid, is

always a solution, and for k � 1 it is the only critical point. Differentiating (4) and setting x = 0, we
find that the derivative at the origin is 3k=2, so that for k > 0 we have a simple zero at the origin, and
the singular point represents a minimum.

However, for 0 < k < 1, the left hand side of (4) approaches �1 as x ! 1�, so that there is a
second solution of (4) in the interval (0; 1). Some of these are listed below.

k x k x

:90 :99 :85 :95
:80 :88 :75 :80
:70 :71 :65 :62
:60 :54 :55 :46
:50 :40 :45 :34
:40 :29 :35 :24
:30 :19 :25 :15
:20 :12 :15 :08
:10 :05 :05 :03

By symmetry, there are equivalent stationary points on the other two medians. Since we have a
minimum at the origin, these stationary points must be either maxima or saddle points. However,
if they were maxima, there would need to be a saddle point between each pair, and by symmetry it
would lie on the median. Hence, these singular points are saddle points.

The stationary points coalesce when k = 0.

From (1), the value of f(v) at the centroid is 3 for all values of k, while its value at a vertex is 2(
p
3)k.

Equating these, we find that the critical value kc for the equilateral triangle is

kc = log(2:25)= log(3) � :738 :
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For this value of k, the central minimum and the saddle point are well separated, and there should not
be computational problems caused by proximity.

In conclusion, it will be seen that the approach proposed in[1] offers more scope for a discussion of the
nature of minimizing solutions than the author claimed. This simple example can be used to highlight
the need to consider critical points at which the derivative is not defined, and also the possibility of
discontinuous switching between distinct minima as parameters vary.
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